INSTALLATION GUIDELINES
WPC DECKING TILES & GRASS TILES
Maintenance Instructions and Limited Warranty Included

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Buyers and owners are responsible for thoroughly reading all materials provided by the retailer at
time of purchase prior to the installation of flooring, including the installation guidelines,
maintenance instructions, and the product warranty information. The following instructions apply
to Golden Elite’s WPC decking tiles and grass tiles. This product is installed through a snap
together installation method.
Golden Elite is not responsible for the installer’s application of the product and requires the
product to be inspected prior to installation. The installer should contact the supplier immediately
for replacement if the product (whether an individual tile or more) appears doubtful in
appearance, such as grade, color, finish, or quality. The supplier is responsible for replacing
flooring materials in a timely fashion if the product is determined to be defective. However,
Golden Elite is not responsible for tiles that has been previously installed or damaged on the
surface of the tile by the installer. For tiles that is determined to be defective post-installation,
Golden Elite will be responsible to reimburse the buyer for the materials only, labor costs or any
other related expenses will not be reimbursed.

Golden Elite’s WPC Decking Tiles and Grass Tiles
Wood Plastic Composite (WPC) decking tiles and grass tiles are an eco-friendly, attractive, and
easy to assemble flooring solution to transform outdoor living spaces. WPC tiles are an ideal
green building material that offer a natural wood look produced from recycled bamboo plastic
composite to resist moisture, weather, and wear.

INSTALLATION GUIDELINES

1. Install from one corner of the area.
2. Once the first deck or grass tile is laid, you can start to add the additional tiles.
3. Easily ‘click’ together the tiles in the pattern you like.
4. Work in an outward direction until the area is covered.
5. Flip the tile over and re-position the screws so you will not cut into a screw.
6. Use a table and hold down the tile from the top side and cut following your line, through the
slats and the base at the same time using a hand saw.

EASY INTERLOCKING ASSEMBLY (How to determine the quantity of tiles needed)

(1) One carton box contains 12 pieces of easy deck or grass tiles.
(2) The size of the deck or grass tile is 12’’x12’’
(3) The gap between two deck or grass tiles is around 0.16’’.
(4) 1 carton of deck and grass tile = 12 square feet
(5) Please measure first how many square feet you need, then could know how many cartons of
the deck or grass tiles you need to buy.
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MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTIONS

(1) Not suitable to be used or stocked in the wet place without enough sunshine and wind for long
time, otherwise it will be moldy.
(2) Not suitable to be used or stocked in the place where the temperature changes frequently,
such as Sauna room, otherwise it will be moldy or warping.
(3) Although we have already added colorants and stabilizers during production, the deck or
grass tile will still have a little slight color variations. This is a natural occurrence in the fibers and
plastic used in the manufacturing process.
(4) During the first several months after installation, there might be water stain on the surface,
while the water will not go into the tiles. About several weeks later, the water stain will disappear
by itself.
(5) Sand paper and steel wools are recommended to remove the ink, wine stain, chalk mark, etc.

RESIDENTIAL WARRANTY: 20 YEAR (Decking Tiles) and 5-YEAR (Grass Tiles)

	
  
Golden Elite’s WPC decking tiles and grass tiles are guaranteed against any manufacturers
defect, including serious splitting, cracking or damage caused by insects, rot corrosion, fungal
decay, or any physical polymer breakdown, for a period of twenty (20) years for WPC decking
tiles and five (5) years for grass tiles from the original date of purchase, warranty include the color
stability, durability, resistance to moisture & termites, UV resistance, in terms of normal & correct
using.
Golden Elite will do negotiation with the customer and will to be responsible for the quality
problem that too far to perform its original function due to the above specified conditions. This
warranty is only valid for manufacturers defect, and would be void with especially improper
installation. Warranty does not include transportation and delivery problems, installation errors,
vandalism, misusing, improper maintenance and any other manually damages, and discoloration
problems due to exterior board damage due to shipping or improper handling. Warranty does not
include the minimal color variance, slight color fade due to nature factor, the slight distortion,
which will not influence the normal function and appearance due to long-term using. Warranty
does not include misapplication that disobeys the specialty of WPC, and does not include the
problems caused by improper installation.
Golden Elite will do even exchanges for all “defected” materials. (“Defects” must be caused by
improper manufacturing of the product). Warranty is only valid to the original purchaser and is
non-transferable. Proof of purchase dated register receipt) is required for warranty claims.
Golden Elite will not be responsible for any consequential damages. We will not be liable for
things such as, installation costs, transportation and delivery costs, or time and labor.
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